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WHO SHE IS
ABOUT MARISA

A multi-passionate, multi-hyphenate individual, Marisa is
driven by the desire to create purposeful and authentic spaces,
conversations, content, and services. Originally from the
Midwest, she has a relentless drive to reshape educational
experiences, build community by prioritizing relationships,
and explore vulnerability through writing and speaking.

Marisa is the founder of Be A Light Collective, a
writing/editing and tutoring services company, founder of
Momish Moments & Step By Step Parents, platforms dedicated
to empowering non-traditional parenting journeys and
disability advocacy, host of the VulnerABILITY Podcast, and
most recently, the director of Donnelly's Daily Apple
Homeschool located in Ocean Beach, San Diego.

https://bealightcollective.com/
https://mymomishmoments.com/
https://stepbystepparents.com/
https://marisadonnelly.com/vulnerability-podcast/
https://donnellydailyapple.com/


HER STORY
BEHIND-THE-SCENES

Since 2015, Marisa has led organizations and teams to embrace
authenticity and honesty in their workplace dynamics, culture,
and written/social content. Marisa believes that everyone has 
a story to tell and is committed to helping people uncover and
lean into their truth through her dynamic coaching experiences,
workshops, and curated events.

Since meeting her fiance and his dyslexic son, she has also
become a fierce advocate for inclusion and regularly speaks on
disability advocacy and changing educational systems both
locally and nationally. Marisa is a self-identified 'bonus' mom
and is deeply passionate about inspiring others to embrace
honest conversations, lead with love, and create their own
definitions of 'love,' 'success,' and 'family.'



PODCAST

as seen on: 

Overcoming Obstacles — Sharing truths of difficult moments and how
individuals were able to overcome + thrive post-trauma. 
Purpose + Self-Improvement — Living with intention and meaning + how to
discover your most authentic self. How to lean into what makes you unique and
carve your own space in the world.
Faith — Understanding belief systems + dispelling myths about religion, faith,
and religious practices. 
Creativity + Business — Balancing your personal + professional lives, and
learning how to speak, write, and create with intentionality and passion.
Relationships/Parenting —Family and intimate dynamics, the power of open
conversations, and ways to build, love + lead with integrity.

The VulnerABILITY Podcast by Marisa Donnelly is a series dedicated to real, honest,
and open conversations with people from all walks of life. Covering topics of
love/relationships, overcoming addiction/abuse, careers and purpose, self-love,
parenting, and everything in-between, this podcast unapologetically shares the
moments and musings of life.

THE VULNERABILITY PODCAST



AT A GLANCE

bio & specs:
Specializes in conversational, articulate writing
and relationship-focused educational services
10+ years in the industry, creating compelling
and engaging copy and serving the needs of
clients, businesses, blogs, + brands worldwide
Licensed in English/Language Arts/Reading
teacher with MEd expected Fall 2021
Expertise in education/disability advocacy

current  metrics
22.2 MM organic online views of her writing
Current social reach of over 110K
Current organic blog reach of over 95K
Over 80+ 5/5 star reviews on services



AUTHENTICITY + ENGAGEMENT

Marisa's ultimate goal is to build authenticity, community,
and purposeful engagement for her clients—both on and
off of the screen. In a world of noise, Marisa's writing,
speaking, and content creation services capture the
essence and voice of brands and businesses through a
careful blend of both conversational and articulate writing
styles. Marisa's ten years of industry experience writing
for educational, professional, and creative fields captivates
relevant audiences, builds awareness, and provides
strategies for long-term alignment and growth.

HER VISION



CREATIVE BRANDING
+ BUSINESS SERVICES

CUSTOM WRITING TO

BUILD CLIENT MESSAGE

SEO-DRIVEN WEBSITE 

COPY AND CONTENT

POST CREATION 

+ SCHEDULING

social media:website copy:writing + editing:



HER SERVICES
BE A LIGHT COLLECTIVE

content creation

social media strategy

Curated content writing—blogs/articles, press releases,
features, newsletters, long and short form content, etc.
—for brand/business page, blog or social media sites.
Copy packages and content creation services are
tailored to client needs and unique voice.
Editing services for all content areas/types.

community engagement
Posting, content development, and collaboration
in community groups, forums, and pages.
Retainer packages for live videos, workshops,
and events in conjunction with client goals.

Social media planning, creation, and scheduling
services aligned to vision and audience.



WE USE SOCIALS

52 K

15 K

FACEBOOK PAGES & GROUPS:

/MARISARAEDONNELLY

210 K

HER REACH

ORGANIC BLOG REACH:

VARIOUS PAGES

INSTAGRAM FOLLOWING:

@_MARISADONNELLY

613 KWEEKLY PINTEREST REACH:

/ MARISARAEDONNELLY

https://www.facebook.com/marisaraedonnelly/
https://www.instagram.com/_marisadonnelly/
https://www.pinterest.com/marisaraedonnelly/
https://www.pinterest.com/marisaraedonnelly/


Intentionally-designed presentations for businesses,
brands, executives, school leadership teams, and global
organizations on authenticity and vulnerability in
leadership, company culture + practices, and content.

                  — Starting at $1000

Curated, event-specific workshops for brands, businesses,
schools, and educational companies on branding, business
development, authentic writing/content creation, social
strategy, or how to coach/teach with passion and integrity.

                   — Starting at $2,500

Curated poetry reading + Featured Author + book events
Open Mic leadership + MC'ing

                  — Starting at $550

SPEAKING 
+ EVENT HOSTING

featured poet/author

workshops

keynote speaking



HER NICHES
SPECIALITES + UNIQUE FOCUS AREAS
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YOUNG FEMALE
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How to Sharpen Your Creative Vision
Branding Breakthroughs; How To Create Content That Converts  
The Power of Journaling: Using Self-Reflection As a Tool for
Business + Creative Growth

Leading With Love: How To Be Intentional In Your Relationships
Step-By-Step-Parents: Exploring the Blended Family Parenting
Journey 

How To Pivot Your Business Amidst Chaos + Change
Age Is Just a Number: Overcoming Imposter Syndrome + Ageism
In the Workplace
Dream to Launch: How to Move From Idea to Execution

PREDESIGNED TOPICS

KEYNOTE SPEAKING

business + leadership

relationships + family

creativity + content



AUDIENCE MEMBER, ILLUMINATED WOMEN WORKSHOP

"MARISA'S PRESENTATION WAS
TRULY HEART-CHANGING. I
LOVE HER ENERGY AND FIRE

FOR WHAT SHE DOES."



HER AUDIENCE

United States
57.4%

India
16.4%

Philippines
13.1%

United Kingdom
6.6%

Canada
6.6%

25-34
48%

18-24
27%35-44

15%

45-54
6%

55-64
2%

Women
84%

Men
16%

ENGAGEMENT

52.8% from organic online searches
22.7% from referrals
24.4% from social media

QUICK STATS
Audience is primarily female, ages 18-34.
Traffic from 25+ different countries
36.3% of blog readers convert to purchases
(affiliate percentages available upon request).



AUDIENCE MEMBER, FWD FEBRUARY EVENT 2021

"THE PROMPTS THAT MARISA
SHARED WERE SO RELEVANT
AND HELPFUL. HER SEGMENT
OF THE EVENT ENCOURAGED

ME TO SIGN UP FOR
MEMBERSHIP!"



HER CLIENTS
WHO ARE HER CLIENTS?

Marisa's clients differ in industries, interests, passions, and
professions. The common thread between them is that they
desire authentic services/content created with intention.

WHAT ARE HER CLIENTS' INDUSTRIES?

Marisa has worked with PR agencies, therapists, non-profit
organizations, private and non-public schools/tutoring centers,
special needs advocacy groups, global businesses and more.

WHAT IS HER 'COHESIVE FOCUS'?

Marisa focuses on a cohesive brand voice across websites,
social media, physical materials + online community groups.
Her desire is for people to understand the "why" behind each
clients' brand/business and what the organization stands for.

 
28%

 
26%

 
23%

 
16%

 
5%

 
2%

creative 
fields

small-med.
businesses

education
industry

special needsadvocacy sites + organizations

parenting 
+ lifestyle
media

other



A PEEK INTO 
HER STRATEGY

LONG-TERM ROADMAP

CONNECTION

Initial meeting(s) to develop
relationship, discover vision,
and determine areas of focus.

COLLABORATION

Grow client base and community
engagement + improve

networking and outreach.

CREATION

Build long-term media and
content strategy to create
purposeful connection. 



WHAT HER

CLIENTS SAY 
ASHLEY GRAHAM
PR + CONFIDENCE COACH

ELIZABETH NEWMAN
AUTHOR & EDITOR

"Marisa is an inspiration and a talent. Her words are eloquent and
universal. She has a way of making you feel like you can relate in
every piece. Not only her blog posts, but her poetry. She is passionate
about what she does and passionate about connecting with her
readers. That genuine energy makes a huge difference 
and sets her apart in the literary community."

"Marisa was able to transform my message in a way that truly aligns
my purpose and how that makes me a leading example in my
industry. Not only was Marisa able to bridge my personality in the
message to resemble my tone & voice, but the level of time and
attention she takes to truly understand her clients and their purpose
is incredible. Her confident & humble approach demonstrates that
she takes the time needed to curate quality work, while exceeding
the clients expectations tenfold. Marisa leads from a heart-centered
place to execute the work for her clients as if it were her own."



CLIENT SATISFACTION RATE 2009-2021

100%



GET IN TOUCH
clarity, creativity + content execution.

MAILING ADDRESS

4876 Santa Monica Ave. #113
San Diego, CA 92101

EMAIL ADDRESS + PHONE

WEBSITE

hello@marisadonnelly.com | 619-780-5333

marisadonnelly.com | @_marisadonnelly

http://marisadonnelly.com/

